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Parts for No. 3 Hand Swage.
1. Swage Anvil. 2. Clamping Screw Right Hand 3. Loose
End Pad.4. Clamping Screw Left Hand.5. Swage Die.
(All other swage & side dresser spare parts available.)

rJ.23 Solder

Wide Bandsaw Blades (ready for use).

Bandsaw Blade Strip
(toothed & untoothed).

Saw Doctoring Hammers.

nding Wheels.

Also available: Tension Gauges Back Gauges. Brazing
lrons. Stellite Rods. Gas Welding Sets. Advanced Hand
Swage. Advanced Side Dresser.

lmperial convers¡ons are approx¡mate.

22Flux Powder.
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SD.1 Automatic Wide Bandsaw Sharpener.
This machine is suitable for sharpening bandsaw blades
up to 150mm(6") wide and círcular sawblades up to
1250mm(49') in diameter. lt is a cam type with a maximum
pitch of 6omm(2%"). lt has two motors totalling 1.1hp, one
for driving the grinding wheel the other for the feed drive.
There are two feed speeds - 4O and 80 teeth per minute.
The machine comes complete with a blade support bench.
Max width of bandsaw blade:150mm(6").
Max díam. ol circular blade: 125Amm@9").
Max Pitch:60mm(2Te').
Feed speeds: 40 & 80 teeth per minute.
Weig ht: 3 7 0 kg(8 1 6lbs).
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SD.2 Automatic Side Dressing (Shaping) Machine.
This is used in conjunction and simultaneously with SD.1
Automatic Sharpener. lt has a double side grinder suitable
for Stellite tipped wide bandsaws lt can handle blades
with widths from 50mm(2') to 15Omm(6").
Max width ol bandsaw blade:150mm(6").
Weight: 96kg(z12lbs).

Automatic Wide Bandsaw Sharpener with Optional
Coupled Side Dresser.
This is a heavier machine capable of sharpening bandsaw
blades up to 2OOmm(8") wide and circular sawblades up to
l OOOmm(39") in diameter. This sharpener can be coupled
to an automatic side dresser as shown in the photograph.
lf this is not required the machine can be supplied with a
back-feed attachment which is advisable for wide bandsaw
bladeq over 150mm(6'). lf specified, this machine can be
supplied with an atlachñent for sharpening circular saw
blades
M ax'width ol bandsaw blade: 200mm(8").
Max diam. ol circular blade: 1000mm(39').
Max pitch 50mm(21. (On request up to 60mmI
Feed speeds: 35 & 70 teeth per minute.
W eig h t: 37 0 kg(8 1 6 I bs).
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Bandsaw Clamp (SD.12 Manual or SD.13 Pneumatic).
This clamp holds the bandsaw blade steady while it is
being worked upon. lt grips firmly enough to hold the blade
steady but allows it to be easily pulled through. lt can be
used in conjunction with a saw sharpening machine or as
a back support lt can also be used independently, in which
case a spare set of blade supports will be needed.
Weight: 5D.12 50kg(1 1 îlbs). 5D.13 52kg(1 1 Slbs).

SD.8 Lap Grinding (Chamfering) Machine.
This machine is of the balancing arm type. lt carries out
perfect lap grinding on the blade ends to be joined. The
balancing arm, assembled on ball bearings, has a very
smooth operation. The grinding wheel shaft runs on self
aligning ball bearings to ensure perfect grinding. The
lowering of the grinding wheel can be adjusted
micrometrically.
Max width of blade 250mm(10").
Wheelspeed 5000rpm.
M ot or: 0.7 5 h p electric.
Weight: 75kg(165lbs).
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SD.7 Brazing Machine.
This is a'hot iron'type machine. A very simple device is
fitted for clamping the band against the table. This is easily
adjustable lo keep the band in a central position. The table
is wide enough to support the blade and keep it in the
correct position.
Max width of blade:250mm(10").
Bed size: 340mm x 7o0mm (131b" x 275/e').
Weight: 90kg(l98lbs).

M lG Semi-Automatic Welding Machine.
This is an ideal machine when welding is the preferred
method of joining the sawblade. lt is equipped with
thermostatically controlled pre-heating to the desired
temperature which eliminates the risk of welding cracks
An important advantage with this machine is that no
separate equipment is necessary for tempering the weld.
Just let the saw remain in the machine for 5 to 10 minutes
with the pre-heating switched on and the weld will
automatically be correctly tempered.
Max width ol blade:250mm(10").
Table width: 300 mm(l 2").
Table length: 1 400mm(55').
Table h ei g ht: 9 00 m m(3 51/2").

W e ig ht: 1 80 kg(39 7 lbs).
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SD.17 Muffle Furnace.
This is an electrically operated muffle furnace with
automatic temperature control,
Chamber size: 485mm x 189mm x 127mm (19" x 7la" x 5").

SD.4 Straightening, Tensioning & Levelling Machine.
Able to pedorm the combined operation of straightening,
tensioning and levelling on bands up to 250mm(10"), this
machine has a goose-neck shaped body housing the
gears lo drive the hardened chormium steel rollers. lt turns
at a dragging speed of 6m(2372ft) per minute. A guide is
fitted to ensure that the band runs parallel to, and at the
correct distance from, the pressing rollers. The machine
can be supplied complete with a lactory built roller bench
for supporting the band.
Max width of blade:250mm(10").
Motor:0.5hp electric.
Weight: 1 1 5kg(254lbs).

SD.5 Roller Bench.
This factory built bench is equipped with a double set of
carrying rollers enabling the band to be worked on both its
surlaces without having to turn it The bench has a
levelling table, backgauge guide and an anvilfor
hammering. Very often the bench is made locally, in which
case the levelling table, backgauge guide and anvil can be
supplied separately.
W ei g ht: 6 6 0 kg(l 4 5 5 I bs).

SD.14 No. 3 Hand Swage.
This swage incorporates many interesting and practical
features. The die can be removed and replaced without
altering the adjustment of the anvil or other parts The
combination of die action and shape induces an easy
rolling action on the saw tooth. As this action reforms
rather than crushing the sleel, a strong well-shaped and
sharp cutting edge results. A wide range of tooth forms can
be accommodated. Only a simple adjustment is necessary
to change from one form to another.
For band & Írame saws trom: 0.81mm-1 .47mm
(21-17 gauge).
Weight: 2kgøYrlbs).

SD.16 Hand Side Dresser (Shaper)
The object of this tool is to sidedress each tooth to an
exact width, to ensure a fine surface finish on the cut and
at the same time to give the requisite amount of 'back'and
'unde/ clearance to obviate friction in the cut. The dies
close in simultaneously on a right and left hand screq
operated by one handle, the degree of movement being
identical in every case. The rest plate is adjustable to give
a wider or narrower cutting point as desired.
For band & f rame saws from: 0.81mm-2.1 1mm
(21-14 gauge).
Weight:2kg (4/zlbs).
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